Abstract-The conventional perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition is shown to be unstable when it is extended to truncate the boundary of the double negative (DNG) medium. It is a consequence of the reverse directions of the Poynting and phase-velocity vectors of plane waves propagating in such material. In this paper, a modified uniaxial PML (UPML) which is stable for the DNG medium is derived. The auxiliary differential equation technique is introduced to derive the discrete field-update equations of DNG-UPML. Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness and stability of the new UPML for the DNG medium.
The plane-wave propagation in a material whose permittivity and permeability are assumed to be simultaneously negative is theoretically investigated by Veselago [1] . Recently, several papers have exposed the usefulness of double negative (DNG) medium with negative permittivity and permeability [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, in order to further study unusual electromagnetic phenomena in DNG medium, full-wave numerical simulations have become more and more important. The FDTD method is a good choice for these electromagnetic problems. The absorbing boundary condition in FDTD is required to truncate the computation domain without reflection in the simulation of DNG medium properties and applications. An absorbing boundary condition for DNG medium has been proposed [6, 7] . Since first introduced by Berenger in 1994 [8] , the perfectly matched layer (PML) has become the most popular and efficient absorbing boundary condition. Unfortunately, standard versions of PML are inherently unstable when it is extended to truncate the boundary of DNG medium without any modification [9, 10] . Recently, a nearly PML, named by NIMPML absorbing boundary condition, is discussed, and 50-cell layers for NIMPML is used to truncate the DNG medium [10] . Later, a modified PML absorbing boundary condition based on the complexcoordinate stretching variables has been proposed for PSTD method [11] . In this paper, a modified uniaxial PML (UPML) which is stable for the DNG medium is presented. It is worth noting that only 10-cell layers for UPML is used and provides a clearly reduced error to truncate the DNG medium.
Firstly, we adopt the UPML medium for truncating the DNG medium. Then, by using the auxiliary differential equation technique, the efficient DNG-UPML is implemented in the FDTD method. Finally, the relative error of DNG-UPML in the one-dimensional case is calculated. Numerical example was used to demonstrate the stability of the proposed DNG-UPML absorbing boundary condition. The time-harmonic Maxwell's curl equations to be solved are
By replacing the derivatives with their central finite difference counterparts, the FDTD formulations of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) can be obtained easily. For a lossy DNG material, negative permittivity and permeability are realized using the Drude medium model as follows:
UPML for the DNG Meidum
For a matched condition, the permittivity and permeability in the UPML can be written as ε(ω) = ε 0 ε r (ω)s and µ(ω) = µ 0 µ r (ω)s, wheres is the diagonal tensor defined bȳ
In order to truncate the DNG medium, a good choice for s in Eq. (5) is
where ω pe = ω pm = ω p and Γ m = Γ e = Γ. From Eqs. (1)- (6), the Ampere's law in a matched DNG-UPML can be expressed as 
where the assumed tensor coefficients in x, y, and z directions for the DNG medium are
In order to derive the discrete field-update equations for Eq. (7), we adopt auxiliary differential equation FDTD techniques that permit direct time integration of the full-vector Maxwell's equations [12] . Now, substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), the system of equations in Eq. (7) can be transformed into time domain and be discretized on the standard Yee lattice. This yields timestepping expressions for E x , E y , and E z . For example, the E x updating equation is given by
where the parameters are
The auxiliary field variable R x can be updated using
where the expression of (∇ × H)| n x denotes the x-directed curl of magnetic field quantity calculated at the time point t n = n∆t. The updating equation of the variable J x can be written as
where the parameters k d and β d are defined as
Similar expressions can be derived for the remaining two E-field components in the lossy DNG-UPML. Overall, updating the components of E in the DNG-UPML requires three steps. Firstly, obtaining the new values of the components of J according to Eq. (12), and secondly, using these new J components to obtain the new values of the components of R according to Eq. (11), and thirdly, using these new R components to obtain the new values of the E components according to Eq. (9) .
A similar three-step procedure can be derived to update the components of H in the DNG-UPML using the same approach.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results are presented in one-dimensional cases. The relative error of DNG-UPML absorbing boundary condition is also discussed.
The time function of line electric-current source is given by the multiple cycle m-n-m pulse [13] . It is a sinusoidal signal that has a smooth windowed turn-on for m cycles, constant amplitude for n cycles, and then a smooth windowed turn-off for m cycles. Hence, it has an adjustable bandwidth centered at the frequency f 0 , as shown in Figure 1 .
Firstly, we show the performance of the DNG-UPML. The 1-D structure under study is shown in Figure 2 . The total space of the computational domain is filled with the DNG medium, where the parameters in Eq. (3) and (4) are as follows: Γ e = Γ m = Γ = 0, and ω pe = ω pm = ω p = 2.665 × 10 11 rad/s. The UPML ABC is used to truncate the boundary of DNG medium. An xdirected electric line current source is located at the center of a 4000-cell one dimensional FDTD grid. The center frequency f 0 of the current source is 30 GHz, and its time function is the 5-10-5 pulse. In particular, the values of Re(ε r ) and Re(µ r ) at the center frequency f 0 are approximately −1.0.
The FDTD grid has ∆z = 0.01 cm and a time-step of 0.5 times the Courant limit. The Efield is probed at point A, as shown in Figure 2 . Point A is one cell from the right-side PML boundary. Time-stepping runs over 22,000 iterations, well past the steady-state response. 10-cell UPML ABCs are used with polynomial-scaled σ [14] with m = 3, σ max = σ opt , and κ max = 1, yielding the properties of UPML.
The reference solution E ref | n k at grid location k and time-step n is obtained using 40,000-cell grid. An identical current source is centered within this grid, and the field-observation point A is at the same position relative to the source as in the test grid. The reference grid is sufficiently large such that there are no reflections from its outer boundaries during the time-stepping span of interest. This allows a relative error to be defined as
where E ref max | k is the maximum amplitude of the reference field at the location k, as observed during the time-stepping span of interest. Figure 3 shows the DNG-UPML simulation is stable enough to compute a solution for at least 100,000 time steps. Figure 4 depicts the relative error at point A over 22,000 time-steps of the FDTD run for 10-cell PMLs. From Figure 4 , we see that the DNG-UPML provides a clearly reduced error. The maximum relative error is below 80 dB. This accuracy is good enough to simulate lots of the numerical simulation of the electromagnetic problems in DNG medium. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new DNG-UPML absorbing boundary condition has been derived in order to overcome the instability of standard PML for truncating the boundary of the DNG medium. Using the auxiliary differential equation approach, the efficient formulations of the DNG-UPML are presented. Numerical FDTD simulations are provided. Numerical results have demonstrated the accuracy and stability of the DNG-UPML absorbing boundary condition.
